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[My appreciation for mainstream pop culture is
genuine, but I am not a passive consumer.]

6
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[Drawing from embodied experience and contemporary feminist
theory, I design as a participant, cultural surveyor, and critic.]
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[From these vantage points, I binge-watch to discern the tropes
of media such as reality TV romance and dead girl shows.]
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[My data bingeing leads to a process of archiving, de/recoding,
and making visible the algorithm structuring pop culture.]
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[“Fantasy” is derived from the Greek
phantazein, meaning “to make visible.”]
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[In this thesis, I demonstrate that the
reality-fantasy relationship is not an either/or.]
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[Reality TV challenges this notion directly:
it is more fantasy than reality.]
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[The line between reality and fantasy is further
blurred when real women play fantasy dead girls;]
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[The plotline may be fictional but
the violence against women is a reality.]
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[Like binge-watching, Binge fully immerses you in my
pop culture world through both critique and celebration.]
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This is a story about
a girl named Elena.
I grew up in the semi-rural, semi-suburban town of
Keene, New Hampshire. I began my first day of sixth
grade at Keene Middle School in 2004. The early
aughts were a wasteland: our Abercrombie & Fitch
jeans were low and cool girls’ navels were pierced.
I religiously collected and studied Seventeen, Cosmo
Girl (less sexual than Cosmopolitan), and Teen Vogue.
   [Early morning] I woke up to straighten my
naturally very straight hair before school. I applied
black eyeliner during the bus ride to school so my
mother wouldn’t see it. Once at my desk, my watermelon Smackers lip gloss was permanently fresh.
   Sixth grade was the first year of my life that I
was trusted to be home alone after school. While I
was supposed to be doing my homework I secretly
watched reality TV. As soon as I heard my stepdad’s
car driving up the long driveway, I turned off the TV,
fluffed up the couch pillows, and ran into the other
room. My favorite shows were The Hills, Made, and
Next. This habit was my first true introduction to the
concept of guilty pleasures.

Me before my 8th grade formal dance, 2007.
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Reality shows I have binge-watched.
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In case you haven’t noticed, reality TV paradise is in
vogue. Love Island (UK) was recently satirized on
Saturday Night Live with a voice-over narrator (correctly) stating, “You will watch 50 hours of this.
You think you won’t. But you will.” In Euphoria, HBO’s
latest series about stylish teens doing drugs, the
main character, Rue, becomes extremely depressed
and watches 22 episodes straight of Love Island.
As we see her struggle to get out of bed, she narates,
“That’s why I love reality TV. It’s pure, effortless
entertainment.” Binge-watching (and by binge-watching, I mean not-leaving-your-room-for-a-few-days
binge-watching) a reality TV show fully immerses you
in the contestants’ world. After watching four or five
hours of Love Island, you forget your own problems
and are transported to an ambiguous sunny paradise
where your biggest challenges are deciphering the
heavy Essex accents and determining for yourself if
the tears are genuine. Reality TV is the broke millennial’s attainable form of escapism. I may not be able to
afford to take a vacation, but I can afford to bingewatch, thanks to the Hulu account password that I
“borrowed” from my parents.
  Love Island is the latest reality show to enter the
American pop culture zeitgeist, but there are a number of other reality TV shows set in a tropical island or
“paradise.” There is Bachelor in Paradise, which is
filmed in Sayulita, Mexico, and features the rejects of
The Bachelor and The Bachelorette franchise
hooking up with other rejects; there is Paradise Hotel,
which is filmed in La Paz, Mexico; there is Love
Island, which films its UK and Australian versions in
Majorca and its US version in Fiji.
   This is not to mention the numerous other shows
which, while perhaps not explicitly invoking the idea of
Top & Bottom: Too Hot to Handle, 2020.
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1 “Paradise,”
Wikipedia, last modified March 20, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Paradise.

Top: Temptation Island, 2019.
Bottom: Hendrick Goltzius, The Fall of Man, 1616.
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“paradise,” are filmed in beautiful, “exotic,” unnamed
locations. Self-described “fantasy experience,”
Temptation Island filmed in Belize and Hawaii features
four couples that come to paradise to cheat on
each other and break up in a really painful and public
way, and is Are You The One? has filmed in Puerto
Rico and the Dominican Republic. Too Hot to Handle
is filmed in Punta Mita, Mexico. The Japanese
reality show phenomenon Terrace House has filmed
in Hawaii as well. Ex on the Beach has filmed in
Bali, Greece, Thailand, Portugal, and Hawaii. Dating
Naked has filmed in Panama, the Philippines, and
Bora Bora. Survivor has filmed in over twenty “exotic”
locations including Fiji, Thailand, and Vanuatu.
My new favorite show I’ve never watched, Pirate
Master, was filmed in Dominica. As the trailer for the
show’s single season states, “The name of the
game is Booty!”
   Wikipedia defines “paradise” as a place of
“only peace, prosperity, and happiness ... a place of
contentment, a land of luxury and fulfillment.” In
Judeo-Christian culture, paradise is a synonym either
for Heaven or for the Garden of Eden. The Garden’s
Hebrew interpretation can actually be translated as
“paradise of pleasure.”1 For many Americans,
paradise is a beautiful, natural, temperate place of
leisure and relaxation. Paradise is also conflated
with romantic love, hence the destination weddings,
honeymoons, and Paul Gauguin Cruises (big yikes).
It’s no wonder that the sub-genre of the reality
dating show has co-opted paradise as the place to
go to fall in love (or more realistically, get laid and
gain Instagram followers). In Episode 2 of Season 1
of Paradise Hotel, the narrator waxes poetic—
“Look at those palm trees and that beautiful ocean.
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This should be the perfect place for the new guys to
win over the ladies.”
   On reality TV, the location of the island paradise
is seldom named. The contestants, often re-dubbed
“islanders,” reside in a nebulous tropical paradise.
The walls of the villas are decorated with stock photographs of beautiful beaches. Comforters and pillows
are illustrated with deep orange sunsets and a
variety of tropical flora. The men wear Hawaiian shirts
even when they aren’t in Hawaii and the women wear
bright tropical flowers behind their ears. Leis are casually strewn around the set.
   In almost all of these shows, contestants are
confined to lavish villas for weeks at a time and
are only allowed to leave the villa confines if the public
votes or the producers decide they should go on a
date to stir up some drama. They have no contact with
the outside world and are drinking heavily. Producers
make sure cocktails are refilled almost instantly.
It’s actually kind of magical. As a result, contestants
go crazy pretty quickly. To some, paradise becomes a
prison. While watching her boyfriend Evan have
sex with another girl on Season 1 of Temptation Island,
Kaci proclaims, “I’m literally being tortured.”
   Kaci’s melodrama has dark connotations. There
is a long legacy of violence in “paradise,” specifically
the violence of colonizing and subsequently enslaving
the native peoples on tropical islands. Consider Fiji,
for example: Britain invaded Fiji in the late 1700s,
describing the archipelago as “a paradise wasted
on savage cannibals.” The British colonists developed
and disseminated the narrative that Fijian customs
were “debased and primitive” and that cannibalism
was rampant (it actually was not).2 Exaggerated
accounts of cannibalism gave colonists and religious
Top & Bottom: Temptation Island, 2019.
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missionaries a “moral imperative for colonial intrusion.”3 In 1865, the era of blackbirding (the Australian
practice of kidnapping Pacific Islanders and coercing
them into indentured servitude) began on the archipelago. About a decade later, Fiji officially became
the British Colony of Fiji. It remained under imperial
rule until 1970.4
   During the pilot episode of Love Island (US),
bikini-clad newcomer Kyra gleefully exclaims, “Fiji
is my sandbox and I’m ready to play!” CBS producers
apparently chose to film Love Island in Fiji because
it “feels like a place you would want to come and fall
in love,” and “it meant something to Americans.”5
Indeed, Americans have a long history of glamorizing,
exploiting, and commodifying South Pacific island
cultures. One common manifestation of this is the
popularity of Tiki aesthetics.
   In Māori mythology, Tiki refers to the first man.
By extension, a Tiki is a wooden or stone carving in
human form. Carvings similar to tikis representing
deified ancestors are found in most Polynesian cultures. They often serve to mark the boundaries of
sacred or significant sites.6 The Tiki of the American
imagination is a mash-up of multiple island cultures.
Hawaiian culture is conflated with Tongan culture,
which is conflated with Fijian culture. In bars with
names like The Cannibal Room Cocktail Lounge, located in Fort Worth, Texas, fake shrunken heads
dangle as part of the kitschy decor, and guests are
served drinks with names such as Head Hunter’s
Special, Black Woman, and Virgin’s Lament.
Kalewa Correa, a curator at the Smithsonian
Institution’s Asian Pacific Islander Center, describes
the commodification and conflation of Pacific
Island cultures as “just taking all those cultures and

A Māori man at Whakarewarewa Model Village, New Zealand, 1905.
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putting them all in a blender and blending it all together to create this Isle of Tiki, which is this mythical
place where tiki bars come from.”7 My dad’s partner,
Lance, is native Hawaiian and recalls feeling confused
about Tiki when he first encountered it: “I remember
wondering where this tiki paradise was located.
Because it did not represent what I grew up with.”
   In truth, Tiki as we know it is an entirely American
invention. Northern California is the birthplace
of the original Tiki craze, which lasted from the 1930s
to the 1970s. It is also the epicenter of the contemporary tiki revival, which began sometime in the
early aughts. The famous Mai Tai cocktail was invented at the Trader Vic’s in Oakland, CA, which also
happens to be where my aunt and uncle became
engaged. I lived in Oakland for a few years and regularly visited another Tiki bar, The Kona Club, to slurp
down sweet sweet Chi Chis, which are essentially the
frozen cocktail version of coconut-scented
sunscreen.
   The Kona Club describes itself as a “little slice of
paradise.” Their website reads: “After work, take a
vacation from the busy streets of Oakland without the
five-hour plane ride! Inside The Kona Club, bamboo
walls reflect the warm and cozy hues provided by
our genuine blowfish lights, just as the moon reflects
off the Pacific. In fact, every surface has something
interesting on which to feast your eyes—that is, when
they aren’t glued to our life-sized hula girl and her
gyrating hips.” By my second Chi Chi, I would succumb to the swaying hips of the animatronic hula
dancer and forget the trials and tribulations of my
hour-long BART commute home during peak traffic.
   In her 2009 TED Talk, The Danger of a Single
Story, writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie states, “It is
Mai-Kai Polynesian Restaurant, Florida, 1963.
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impossible to talk about the single story without
talking about power ... the ability not just to tell the
story of another person, but to make it the definitive
story of that person.”8 Tiki culture obscures
native traditions and diverts attention from the history
of violent colonialism in the region. But, as
Hunter Oatman-Stanford states in his article Tiki
Hangover: Unearthing the False Idols of America’s
South Seas Fantasy, “At its heart, American Tiki worship reflected a longing for life outside the stressful
confines of urban America, a desire to connect
with the majesty of nature, as well as the baser pleasures of food, drink, music, and sex.”9 By this logic,
like binge-watching reality TV shows, embracing
Tiki aesthetics is simply a form of escapism. And like
the representation of Tiki paradise, the representation
of reality TV paradise reinforces the idea that tropical
islands are primarily places to vacation and escape.
Kristin Cavallari (of The Hills fame) hosts a new show
called Paradise Hotel. Contestants are referred to as
“hotel guests,” and the elimination ceremony is called
the “checkout ceremony.” New contestants enter
the villa theatrically rolling a suitcase.
   In 1959, Hawaii became the 50th and final U.S.
state, igniting mainland America’s obsession with the
South Pacific islands. In their essay, Packaging
Paradise: Organizing Representations of Hawaii,
Jonathan Schroeder and Janet Borgerson articulate
the appeal of paradise for Americans: “A Hawaiian
vacation may represent the ultimate American consumer product—allowing anyone who can afford a
ticket to participate in the colonial project through a
re-creation of discovering Hawaii. This pattern
emerges in the popular culture genre of Hawaii—including tiki culture, Polynesian paradise, Hawaiian

Cannibal Room Cocktail Lounge menu, Fort Worth, Texas.
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popular music, tourism, and surf fashion—each exemplars of cultural imperialism.”10
   The fantasy image reinforced by the tourism industry, and now by Hollywood’s reality TV machine,
disregards and overshadows the real lives and real
problems of native islanders. An influx of tourists
strengthens the local economy of an island, but also
potentially leads to issues such as overcrowding
and habitat destruction. The reality is that climate
change and sea level rise are putting these paradise
islands at risk of disappearing. Average sea levels
around the Hawaiian islands have risen ten inches
since 1950 and are expected to rise another 6 inches
by 2029.11
   Mid-century Hawaiian travel ads often featured
native women in “typical sexist representations:
comparing women to nature—woman as island—as
the “lure” of the islands posed on waterfalls,
always decorated with flowers, sexually accessible
and unburdened by Western guilt, ignorant.”12 The
opening credits of Temptation Island quite literally
overlay dismembered female body parts with
island scenery, both visually and ideologically intertwining the exoticization of tropical paradises with the
objectification of female bodies. The male gaze and
the colonial gaze are often one and the same.
   Reality dating shows and their contestants are
extremely sexed up (excluding the good Christian
boys and girls on The Bachelor and The Bachelorette).
I could easily sum up many of these reality shows
as sexy singles cavorting in exotic locations. By definition, exotic means foreign or other, but the term
exotic dancer has come to be synonymous with stripping. On several seasons of Love Island (UK) and
Love Island (Australia), the islanders compete in chal-
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Top: Temptation Island, 2019.
Bottom: Love Island (UK), 2019.
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lenges where they are inexplicably required to perform a pole dance before answering whenever it is
their turn. While both men and women participate in
the pole dancing, the cameras certainly focus more
on one gender over the other.
   The phrase “trouble in paradise” refers to an
unexpected problem in a romantic relationship.
Trouble in reality paradise similarly connotes broken
hearts, but this should come as no surprise given
the colonial history of “paradise.” Like the palm tree
wallpaper that lines the walls of the villas, reality
TV projects a stock image, or single story of these
locales. This story simultaneously denies native
islanders control over the way their homes are depicted in mainstream Western media, and ignores
the violent colonialist past and present of the British
and American contestants. In her TED talk, Adichie
concludes, “When we reject the single story, when we
realize that there is never a single story about any
place, we regain a kind of paradise.” When we reject
the flattened view that is presented to us of these
paradisal islands, we start to see the fuller picture of
how these locations occupy American imagination.

Top: Temptation Island, 2019.
Bottom: Too Hot to Handle, 2020.
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Oops!... I Did it Again has really aged well. Released by
Britney Spears on March 27, 2000, my favorite song
just celebrated its 20th birthday. In the title track of
her sophomore album, Britney accidentally leads on a
man, yet the tone of her “oops” isn’t exactly remorseful. Britney has the upper hand; she toys with him.
  Oops!... I Did it Again was the first CD I ever
bought. I was seven. Later that year, the cool girls
of Fuller Elementary School dressed up in red pleather jumpsuits and prop microphone headsets to
go trick-or-treating around Keene, New Hampshire.
   Those former cool girls are now Millennial
women, and they’ll dress up in schoolgirl mini skirts,
thigh-high stockings, and pigtail braids to visit
Britney Spears The Zone.1 Opened on January 31st,
this 30,000-square-foot experiential pop-up museum
in Los Angeles claims to be “The most immersive
fan experience ever created — a life-changing
experience that allows you to step into the world of
Britney Spears!” The Zone ushers visitors through the
re-creation of nine different Britney music videos,
album concepts, and live performances.2
   Like other immersive pop-up museums that have
opened the past few years, these rooms are essentially sets made for taking Instagram photos. The
Zone’s website displays quintessential Britney backdrops, all eerily empty. A classroom, airplane, and
ball pit share a now-too-familiar vacancy, the same
hollowing out of public spaces during the Coronavirus
pandemic. Even before LA’s stay-at-home order
forced The Zone to close, it sold tickets in 15-minute
blocks, limiting the number of visitors allowed in
each room at a time. The Zone was social distancing
before it was cool.
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Top: Oops!... I Did it Again music video still, 2000.
Bottom: The Zone, 2020.
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Top: Slave 4 U VMA performance, 2001.
Bottom: Zoom screenshot, 2020.
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   Unfortunately, the pandemic has taken away
The Zone and left us with The Zoom. My favorite Zoom
background is Britney Spears holding the massive
albino Burmese python during her iconic 2001 VMA
performance of Slave 4 U. If I select the I-have-agreen-screen button within Zoom’s virtual
background settings, I can digitally morph into Britney.
My mom wouldn’t let me don a skin-tight red
pleather jumpsuit as a little girl, but I can seductively
pose with a seven-foot snake any day I want now.
   Pop culture, too, seems to be morphing
into Britney, or maybe it’s merely revealing its latent
Britney DNA. For better or worse, coronavirus memes
have been filling up my Instagram feed. One of
the most frequent posts is a new take on the ...Hit Me
Baby One More Time meme, featuring young
Britney in a face mask and the updated lyrics “My
loneliness is saving lives.” In her ability to unify,
Britney has increasingly become an emblem for this
moment. In a recent New York Times article,
“Celebrity Culture is Burning,” Amanda Hess offers,
“Spears is an unexpected figure to lead us through
quarantine, but a fitting one: She has been held under
a conservatorship for 12 years, her movements and
finances controlled by her father and overseen by the
courts. When she posts about finding community in
social captivity, she knows what she’s talking about.”3
   Britney’s court-ordered conservatorship
under her father began shortly after her infamous
2007 meltdown.4 The image of Britney shaving
her own head and subsequently beating a paparazzi’s
SUV with an umbrella is forever emblazoned in the
public consciousness. No other contemporary celebrity’s breakdown has been memed to the same
extent. Britney has been to rehab and placed under
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involuntary psychiatric holds several times. She has
been through a messy divorce, lost custody of her
young children, and struggled with drug abuse. To put
it succinctly: she has been through some shit. Unlike
for some other celebrities, I have never felt schadenfreude for Britney. I genuinely want her to succeed.
I had a hard time watching her (not really) singing
on Carpool Karaoke with James Corden. The truth is
that her strength lies in her abilities as a performer,
not as a singer.
   In both her stage performances and in her life,
Britney is expert at what gender theorist Judith Butler
terms performative femininity: How women speak,
dress, move, and present so as to be perceived as
feminine are all performative acts.5 Britney is both the
expression of and captive to the socially constructed
ideals and standards placed on women. In May 2020,
The New York Times declared that this period of social
isolation or quarantine is the time for women to “find
joy in letting go” of our collective act. In this article,
Ruth La Ferla asserts that “femininity is performance”
and questions “what happens when no one is watching?”6 I have found that it is hard to stop performing
when you have been doing it for so many years. I’ve
been wearing perfume at home alone and putting on
makeup before my Zoom calls.
   I was 12 when Britney’s second perfume, Fantasy,
was released in 2005. I never wore this scent, but I
distinctly remember watching the commercial
for it. In a sort of sexy ASMR whisper Britney recites
her fantasy: “Once upon a time there was a goddess
and a hunter. She was beautiful and he couldn’t
help himself. There wasn’t a single part of her that he
didn’t want to touch. But she was leaving soon
on a goddess world tour. So he did something kind of
Oops!... I Did it Again VMA performance, 2000.
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crazy. And they lived happily ever after. Fantasy.
Everybody has one.”7
   In the commercial, Britney gracefully runs barefoot through a heavily-CGI’d forest. It is dark
and misty, all aesthetically pleasing jewel tones. Her
white-blonde hair against her white dress makes
her stand out from the darkness. Leaving a trail of
glowing green fairy dust/sparkles, she flees the
sexy hunter pursuing her. The commercial intersperses real footage of Britney singing in front of a huge
crowd. Back in the forest, she makes direct eye contact with the sexy hunter as he draws his bow.
Britney turns to run but he shoots her in the back with
a “magic love arrow.” She screams and turns to
face him. Britney and her hunter passionately make
out with the arrow still lodged in her back.
   Fifteen years after the release, Fantasy is still
Britney’s best-selling perfume. The scent is described
on Macy’s website as a lusty love story in three
stages: “Enchantment: The story begins with an enticing mix of lush red lychee, golden quince and exotic
kiwi. Chase: A playful tease, laced with a yummy cupcake accord, jasmine petals and sexy white chocolate
orchid. Captivate: At the end, a spell is cast with
a surprising finish of creamy musk, enchanted orris
root and sensual woods.”
   Curious as to how sensual woods smell, I decided
to order a bottle of Fantasy for myself. When it came
in the mail, I excitedly unboxed my new perfume. The
bulbous fuschia bottle was bigger than expected,
roughly the size of a tennis ball, punctuated with
rhinestone zits. I aimed a single spritz on my wrists
and rubbed them together. The aroma was nauseating: kind of like overly sweet grocery store sugar
cookies with the bright blue frosting mixed with a

Top & Bottom: Fantasy commercial, 2005.
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floral-scented bath bomb from Bath & Body Works. I
tried to wipe the scent off my wrists with some lemon-scented Clorox disinfectant wipes but it was too
late. My whole house reeked of yummy cupcake accord and sensual woods.
   The appeal of celebrity perfume is clearly not the
scent itself. The somewhat twisted allure lies in
spritzing some part of Britney onto my own skin. Like
digitally melding with her in Zoom, wearing Fantasy
perfume brings me one step closer to becoming
Britney. As Elizabeth Renstrom asks in a Basenote
Bitch Instagram post, “Who didn’t want to be Britney
before, and honestly, after her public meltdown?”8
   The Fantasy perfume line currently has
17 variations on the fragrance: Fantasy, Midnight
Fantasy, Hidden Fantasy, Circus Fantasy, Fantasy
Twist, Island Fantasy, Fantasy: Anniversary Edition,
Fantasy: The Nice Remix, Fantasy: The Naughty
Remix, Fantasy: Stage Edition, Rocker Femme
Fantasy, Fantasy: Renner Edition, Fantasy: Intimate
Edition, Maui Fantasy, Fantasy In Bloom, Sunset
Fantasy, and Fantasy: Pride Edition. The descriptions
of these and other celebrity perfumes conjure up
the fantasy woman. She is perfect and impossibly
contradictory: delicate, sweet, sensual, vibrant, delightful, fancy, fun, lighthearted, joyful, upbeat,
stylish, bold, exciting, wild, rebellious, mesmerizing,
dazzling, playful, cool, seductive, smooth, daring,
charming, and sparkling. I am exhausted just thinking
about her.
   Cultivation Theory posits that ideological
messages transmitted through popular media heavily
influence how we perceive our own reality.9 In
her perfume commercial, when Britney chooses to
stay with her sexy predator rather than pursue her
Fantasy perfume bottles.
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music career, girls internalize that message. In middle
school, I tried to emulate Britney with glittery makeup
and low-cut jeans. Before quarantine, I would play
Oops!... I Did it Again in the car for my friends on the
way to the studio. Now, as I social distance, my fantasy is to have an occasion to leave my house. I
fantasize about the act of getting ready to go out with
friends: Britney singing “I’m not that innocent,” as I
spritz my neck with my favorite floral perfume.

Conversation with Olivia de Salve Villedieu, May 2020.
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Elizabeth
Renstrom

[Interview]
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Elizabeth Renstrom is a
photographer and photo
editor at The New Yorker.
Her personal work explores
commodified feminism,
adolescent identity,
and gender-coded images.
Elizabeth Renstrom, Lisa Frank Blues, 2013.

Elizabeth Renstrom I’m obsessed with
your work. Let me know how I can help?
Elena Foraker No, I’m obsessed with
your work! So basically, my thesis is
about the effects of excessive consumption of mass media, specifically
how women are portrayed in
that media, and the effect that has on
creating your own identity and
femininity. I focus a lot on middle
school because I think that was a period in my life that was super influential in learning how to be a woman.
ER

It’s so interesting for me to see it from

your standpoint as a graphic designer because I’m just honing in on the imagery
and iconography of these things. And I
never even thought about isolating a song
that would have been used in the commercial. And all the language is so good.
EF

Yeah! My thesis will have a web version so I can link to that perfume website. I’m excited about going beyond
the book format because a
lot of my work is web and gifs.

ER Do you know the artist Bunny Rogers?
I think you’d really love her work, but a
huge part of the archive of her work as an
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artist is her building amazing GeoCities
websites dedicated to different things.
EF

Pussy Hat or Lisa Frank Blues? Those
really, really spoke to me.

I love Geocities!

ER I’ll email it to you. I just love the idea
of like dedicated websites to projects
in the way that you’re doing, too. It’s such
a throwback.
EF

Yes, thank you! Ok, so I’m going to get
into some questions now. Your work
is loaded with symbolism to make
these gender-coded images. Can you
talk to the thought process behind
some of them, specifically BOGO
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ER Yeah. I think similar to you, I kind of
started making these really thoughtthrough still lifes when I was in my own
thesis year. And initially with Lisa Frank
Blues, it was all sort of in relation to myself
and things that were marketed to me
growing up that I kind of wanted to pay
tribute and make fun of. So that’s
where I obsessively Lisa Frank my hand
and am clutching my Razr phone.
   And I think it’s kind of expanded.
I wanted to revisit that work recently and
I’ve been thinking a lot about commercial-

ized feminism and kind of the progression
of feminism even in the past, like five
years since Trump was elected. There’s
just so many products and counterculture
in relation to the state of things for
women. And I think I wanted to investigate
the products that come out of that
and white feminism and how much it misses the mark.
   Whenever I make an image, I want it
to be a little satirical and kind of cruel.
BOGO Pussy Hat is kind of dedicated to an
image I haven’t shown yet from that
series that’s just kind of a display of pussy

hats and a Wal-Mart rollback sign, kind of
showing like the failure of that. I think
the women’s march was a really inspirational thing but it quickly became stale
and didn’t represent a larger feminist call.
So I tried to figure out how I can translate
those messages.
EF

I definitely see now how it’s about the
commercialization of feminism.

ER Yeah. And I think it’s similar to you,
you’re marketed to so much. And
even when you’re watching reality TV

you’re comparing yourself and strategizing
how you can be these people that you’re
watching. And now through Instagram,
there’s a constant assault of product. And I
love using the dead stock of those kinds
of products in my work. It really kicked off
with Lisa Frank Blues and Waxy Chunks,
because I chose very specific things that
I saw recirculating on Tumblr at the time.
I saw how much 90s nostalgia was having
a moment even in 2010. I wanted to
really take that super far and kind of again
make fun of that nostalgia, but also
investigate things that were really important to me.
EF

Yeah. I’m trying to…. [loud meowing]
Sorry. My cat is only crazy when
I’m on Zoom.

ER I totally understand. I’ve heard so many cats since quarantine started.
EF

I’m also dealing with my personal
adolescent nostalgia in a lot of
my work, but there definitely are some
professors that hate nostalgia or
think it is unproductive.

ER A lot of teachers do!
EF

Yeah! I was wondering what you think
the role of nostalgia is. Is it productive? Does it need to be productive?

ER I mean, I use nostalgia as a way for
people to enter my work outside of what
it means to me because I think like
what you’re doing and also what I do in my
work is, you know, these are personal
things that we’re talking about and they
feel personal. But I think a lot of
people can relate and sort of, you know,

Elizabeth Renstrom, Basenote Bitch, 2020.
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get hit with that burst of nostalgia but then
have it be a tool to explore the fucked
up thing that we’re discussing. When I was
making that series during school, my professors didn’t understand certain things
that I was discussing, like Lisa Frank and
the S symbol.
EF

I see that S symbol behind you.
I love it. I saw it immediately.

ER I did not plant it. But, yeah, I don’t see
it as a cheap tool. I really think it can be a
useful way to sort of trick the viewer into
looking at your work in a deeper way. I used
to shy away from it, too, because the
feedback I was getting was kind of a mixed
bag. Some people would be really into it
but some people would be like, this is
boring, move beyond it. But I think it’s always served the themes that I’m trying to
discuss in my work. I don’t just take a photo of Jonathan Taylor Thomas for the sake
of remembering when. I’m talking about
something deeper. Honestly, I think you
just need to keep going with it.
EF

Yes, that’s kind of what I’m doing
right now. So did you actually like Lisa
Frank back in the day?

ER Yeah, I think that she was definitely
a huge part of how I made my identity in
school. You know, everybody has their
back to school shopping experience. And
as an artistically inclined ten-year-old
girl that was sort of the cream of the crop
for trapper keepers and things like that.
I used Lisa Frank initially as an entry point
into the obsessive nature of my scrapbooks and my sticker books from that time,
so it doesn’t even necessarily have
to be just Lisa Frank. It’s the small feeble

things that you can use to differentiate
yourself from those around you. Even
though everybody’s doing the same thing.
And I just love the kind of animals that
come up again and again for girls. Lisa
Frank definitely peddled dolphins
and horses and puppies and kittens.
And horse girls.
EF

I was just going to ask you what
you think about horse girls! My friends
and I realized this summer that we
are all sort of former horse girls. And
horse girls are definitely having
a moment again, but I haven’t figured
out why.

ER They 100% are. But things that
I was talking about even eight years ago
have now been rehashed again. Right now
I live with a Gen X 19-year-old who is
dressing like I would have in middle school
and it’s just so funny to me. Do you
read Reductress?

ER OK, I have not read about it, but I just
heard that phrase recently.
EF

It’s basically like using the hyperfemme aesthetic as a political tool to
challenge the notion that like
masculine aesthetics is like more
right or more powerful or like more
respectable. Which I was sort of doing
for a while but didn’t know it had
a name. Do you know or remember
sticker earrings?

middle school, but I wasn’t, so nice
to see that.
ER Yeah, and just seeing how small boys
are at that time period... I think it’s brilliant
that they cast themselves as adults to
be these characters. But I think it’s even
more brilliant because you sort of see who
you would have been interested in and
how wierd-looking we all were. That show
is definitely an endless inspiration.
EF

ER

Yeah.

EF

I covered my phone in them.

ER

Oh, my God.

EF

Yeah, so recently I’ve gotten really into this weird girly culture that I actually
wasn’t fully a part of in middle school.
I was more of a jock who wished I was
a girly girl.

ER I don’t know if I have thought about
fangirls much like you have. I’m trying to
think in relation to the work I’m making now
versus what I made then.

Yeah!

ER There’s so many great Reductress
horse girl moments lately that I think people are reflecting like, Oh yeah, there definitely were a couple of horse girls
in my middle school class.
EF

EF

That’s super interesting! Have you
seen PEN15?

I love horse girls.

ER [heavy sarcasm] It’s that connection
with animals that we naturally have
as women.
EF

ER Yeah, I would say the same for myself.
I’m making these things as somebody who
kind of felt like a spectator of them growing up, too. And now they mean something
more to me.

Ah, yes, Mother Earth, Mother Nature.
I actually have been really into Glitter
Theory lately. Have you heard of it?

ER Yes! I rolled my eyes at the premise of
the show when I first read about it. And
then I watched it in one sitting. And I think
it is nostalgia done in such a great way. It’s
so well written.
EF
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There’re so many cringy moments
during it where I thought I was
the only one experiencing that in

EF

Have you read this book called
Savage Appetites? There’s a really
good quote: “Lovestruck girls have
long been both condescended to and
feared in the popular imagination.
A girl in the thrall of a crush embodies
every cliche about femininity taken
to the most insulting extremes. She
is brainless and unhinged, a body
driven hysterical by hormones. She is
dumb, but she is also scary. She grabs
and won’t let go. Contemporary culture is perfectly happy to objectify
teenage girls. But when the same
girls are the subjects of desire rather
than the object, they’re seen as
beastly and threatening.”

ER That’s really interesting. When I was
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So you don’t perceive fangirls
negatively?

ER I think there’s probably a reason it’s
percieved in such a negative way because
it’s so personal to the person fangirling
and any kind of female desire is going to
be open to criticism. That’s so funny. I’ve
got to read that book.
TRANSITION

EF
EF

EF

I’m such a fan. Recently, if I’m talking
about something that I love I’ll
call myself a fangirl but in a kind of
self deprecating way. I think the term
fangirl is definitely a little derogatory.
And why aren’t there fanboys too?

growing up, being a fangirl of Good
Charlotte was a way to find community online and also learn what I felt was sexy.
My first crushes were not really in real life.
They were all celebrities and bands because I didn’t know how to put myself out
there during those years. I think fangirl
culture was the way for me to get out that
sexual tension.

Can we talk about Basenote Bitch?

ER It’s so fun for me. To be honest,
I was looking for an excuse to get to my
studio more. And I wanted a prompt
that would also help me write and investigate things that I’m fangirling about.
I think perfume can speak volumes to so
many things because it’s so tied up in
memory. And I was thinking about how I
can use certain bottles to reflect on
generations and also certain moments in
my life and I’m sure many people’s
lives. It’s channeling nostalgia for certain
products. I think that people have
a deep, deep nostalgia and connection
to beauty and smells. It’s really easy for me
to write about, and perfume bottles
themselves are beautiful objects to photograph. So I knew it would also be a low

lift because they’re small and I can create
little worlds around them.
EF

Good for quarantine.

ER It’s very good for quarantine. I love
reading fragrance reviews because
they are absolutely ridiculous and so
soothing to me. It’s the same thing
when you go on YouTube to watch somebody apply foundation. I like hearing
people talk like something I can’t smell.
So I really wanted to take that to the
next level and be really satirical about it
because I feel like there are so many
new beauty voices and beauty is really
having a moment.
EF

Yeah I have been watching all of the
Vogue Beauty Secrets Youtube videos
where all these celebrities do their
makeup routine in their own bathroom.
Have you read Trick Mirror?

ER

Yeah.

EF

I’m really interested in the concept
of beauty work and how it’s simultaneously enjoyable and taking up so
much of your time.

ER I know, the Always Be Optimizing
essay is so good. And there was also a really interesting interview with one of the
Reductress founders on that because they
are being critical of beauty culture in that
way too, but also participate in it and love it,
so where’s that line? How do you know
when you’re being fooled into sinking a lot
of money into retinoids? I had it in my
mind forever that I wanted to do one
stand-out beautiful photo of every celebrity fragrance from a certain period in the

Elizabeth Renstrom, Basenote Bitch, 2020.
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2000s but I just never got around it.
Basenote Bitch is just a massive extension
of that, incorporating the bottles throughout time because there are so, so many.
EF

What do you think is the main
difference between a celebrity perfume and a designer perfume?

ER

I’m sure you have read a ton about
why celebrity perfume popped off
so much in the early aughts but now
I think it’s kind of on the decline
because people automatically assume that a celebrity perfume is
not going to be as complex.

EF

(Holding up Fantasy perfume bottle)
My professor made me buy this
for research purposes and I sprayed
it and it’s so bad.

ER Is that Fantasy?! I have Curious.
It does smell bad. And honestly, a lot of
people say that the Britney Spears
scents are actually pretty good for what
they are.
EF

Yeah, I’ve been thinking about
how celebrity perfume is as close
or intimate you can get with the
celebrity without actually knowing
them. Which is kind of creepy in
that sense.

ER But that’s how people used to really
shell products. And now the market
is so saturated I don’t think that people
necessarily look to celebrities in the
same way. Now we have so many other
people to look to like influencers and
just normal people who have been
branded to be fantastic. I think that so

much has changed because of e-commerce on things like Instagram. Now
you can follow a rando cool girl in
Scandinavia and just buy the perfume
that she is wearing versus J.Lo.
   It was such a short period of time that
celebrity marketing really, really worked.
And I think it’s just because someone like
Paris Hilton or Britney did their first
fragrance and then every pop star followed
suit because the first one did really well.
For designer fragrances it’s similar and it’s
exactly what you said. It’s the cheapest
luxury you can buy from a designer house.
I think that’s why beauty is so big and
accessible, because you’re not going to be
able to get a shirt from Chanel but you can
pretend that you’re a part of the brand if
you have a bottle of Number 5. Even
though it smells like powder.

EF

Basenote Bitch is obviously a take
on basic bitch.

ER I decided to use Instagram as a
way to interact with the fragrance community and other brands and people who
I thought could respond and provide me
insight into future posts. I kind of saw
it as a live project where I could ask questions of my audience as it grows and
figure out which bottles are important to
people and why. Not every single post is
about my virginity or my first-hand experiences. Some are dedicated to people who
have been kind enough to share stories
like, “I like had sex on the beach for the
first time with White Musk.” And as I get a
bigger audience I hope that more answers
come in.

ER

Yes! Thank you for getting that.

EF

EF

I got that immediately! How do
you feel about the term basic or
basic bitch?

EF

My favorite quote of yours is “spray
a little holy water to get a little wet.”

ER Oh, my God. Basenote Bitch gives
me an excuse to really just be as gross as I
want to be. The voice I’m writing in is
obviously me and these thoughts are my
internal dialogue. There hasn’t been a
project that I’ve really been able to pair of
writing with in the same way as this. I was
truly thinking about that whole Fleabag
season arc trying to think of phrases and
puns around that. I was very, very inspired.

ER Basic is a loaded term at this point,
but it’s so effective. But you have to
consider why these basic girls that I’m
referencing think they have those
choices. And of course, it all goes back to,
you know, the patriarchal world that we
live in. I think it’s fun to poke fun at it and
I don’t think that it’s an unnecessary
conversation. I think it’s important. I feel
the same about investigating a lot of
this fabricated empowerment. It is useful
because it shows how you’re marketed
girl power for so long, and then you’re
marketed sex, and then you’re marketed
feminism. It’s an interesting cycle.
EF

Is there a specific reason you are
publishing the Basenote Bitch project
on Instagram?

Yeah. I feel like Instagram is a good
way to do a project that’s interactive.

ER It’s funny because people have
reached out to me for quotes and ask me
if I am a perfume blogger. So there’s been
like a little bit of that, too, which is some
funny and weird.
TRANSITION

ER I worked at glossy magazines, Marie
Claire and Refinery29, before Vice and
The New Yorker.
EF

I’m definitely interested in the classic
trope of women’s magazines. I got
a lot of my knowledge from Seventeen
growing up. And like now I’m really
interested in the context, really tabloid magazines. Did you read a lot
of those growing up? Or how do you
relate to them?

ER I was always a really big magazine girl.

Elizabeth Renstrom, Basenote Bitch, 2020.
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Elizabeth Renstrom, BOGO Pussy Hat, 2019.

And now I’m reflecting on your fangirl
question. I was a magazine girl because
I can like pepper in every decade why
I would be buying magazines. When I was
like maybe 8 to 12 it was because I wanted
every poster of Leonardo DiCaprio.
And from 12 to 16 it was Good Charlotte.
And then from 16 to 20 it was because
I wanted to learn how to have sex and
Cosmo was obviously the best way to do
that. So they serve different purposes
in my life. But I was always so ashamed to
buy Seventeen and Shape and I would
always hide those under a MOJO or a
music magazine.
EF

Yeah, and you don’t want to admit
that you do want things like that.

ER

Of course.

EF

The patriarchy tells you what you want

and you try to fight that in your mind.
You know all of the reasons you
want those things, and you want to not
want those things, but you still do.
ER It’s hard. I mean, it’s hard to grapple
with accepting the body positivity movement but also knowing that you’ve been on
this planet for thirty years and you’re way
too fucked up to get those messages in.
EF

Right! In your personal work you are
poking fun at or critical of mass
media, but now your day job is to
create mass media. How do you
reconcile those in your mind?

ER Oh, man. I’ve never been asked
that. I think it’s more obvious in certain
places that I worked. I’ve been really lucky
and also careful in the past five years of
choosing who I want to work with in terms
of how they align with my goals as an
editor. After Marie Claire, I told myself I
would never go back to being a photo
editor unless it was for more of a fine art,
editorial focused publication. So that’s
why when Vice called me up, I was really
excited to do it because it would be all
about the artists and not so much about
serving a brand or a product.
   And it’s the same at The New Yorker.
I work in the fiction section mainly. So
I’m figuring it out based on people’s writing,
deciding which photographer would be
best for interpreting that story. I’ve tried to
have my media jobs be a way to empower
and offer commissions to artists, versus
selling an image that I don’t believe in.
TR
ANSITION

EF

One of my projects is about how the
concept of guilty pleasures is sexist,
because the things that we think
are guilty pleasures are just things
that are marketed towards women
or that women enjoy. That being said,
do you have any pop culture guiltfree pleasures?

ER Oh, I’m sure they’re similar to yours.
I would not consider any of these guilty
pleasures. But as I mentioned, I recently
have really fallen into YouTube as TV and
just listening to people’s routines.
EF

Do you watch it or just listen?

ER Sometimes I’ll just be in bed and I’m
literally watching somebody in their
bedroom talking out loud about a bottle
being like, “Oh, my God, guys, this
smells so good.” That is definitely a recent
guilty pleasure. And then in terms of TV,
I am not the biggest reality TV fan, but
I love The Real Housewives of New York.
EF

Have you watched the newest season
of RHONY?

ER I’m watching the latest one on Hulu
right now where Bethenny’s boyfriend had
recently died.
Elizabeth Renstrom, Lisa Frank Blues, 2013.

EF

Oh, no, the newest season actually
doesn’t have Bethenny Frankel in it!

ER

[Gasp.]

EF

I know!

ER But I actually really like to watch TV
when I’m setting up stuff and when I’m
editing. And the TV I watch then is always
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going to be reality like The Housewives.
I did watch Love is Blind and all the new
Netflix versions of reality TV, which is
hilarious to me. Or I’ll just rewatch a show
I’ve watched a bajillion times. Like Buffy.
EF

I haven’t watched Buffy. But a lot of
people have told me that I need to.
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ER Now’s the time, baby.
EF

Why do you like Buffy?

ER You’ll love it because it’s all the drama
of high school paired with a girl who’s
supposed to save the world. And she is
ultra strong, but also super 90s and
feminine. And there are so many great

metaphors like her losing her virginity to a
vampire and how making that decision
makes him turn into a demon, like a guy
would. I think the apocalypse paired with
high school is always a good premise for
TV. And she was always such a strong
heroine growing up. So love, love, Buffy.
EF

Do you ever watch Law & Order?

ER

Do you mean Law & Order: SVU?

EF

I mean, I have watched it all, but yes,
SVU is my particular brand.

ER I have never watched it from the start.
I have seen episodes and I really think
I’d love it because I definitely watched old
Criminal Minds and all the other true
crime shows. I had to stop binge-watching
Criminal Minds though, because at the
beginning of every episode it’s like look at
this brutally raped and torn apart woman! It
doesn’t set you in a good mindset.
EF

ER
EF

Last winter I binge-watched almost
100 episodes of Law & Order: SVU
in a period of a week and a half and
then I couldn’t go outside alone.
It was horrifying.

They’re extreme emotions. I’ve always
loved the horror trope because it’s
a genre that often puts female characters
in peril at the lead. I think a lot of my
favorite horror movies coincide with high
school. That’s sort of the first way I
learned and understood how you can have
a sense of humor about this time that
is frought with such extreme emotion.
And then when you throw in a serial killer,
what happens?
EF

Do you love Heathers?

ER Yes, I love Heathers. It’s a perfect
example of the extreme dark side of
the popular girl. And I also love Battle
Royal. It’s a really good representation
of what happens when high schoolers are
set loose on each other and have to
decide who dies. High school is definitely
a super cruel time.
EF

Yes. Lot’s of cruelty there!

TRANSITION

EF

Thank you so much!

ER

Lovely meeting you. Watch Buffy.

EF

Nice to meet you too! And I’ll let you
know what I think of Buffy.

ER

Have a great evening!

EF

Thanks, you too. Bye!

Are you alone in your house?
Yeah, but I’m fine now. But I was
walking from the restaurant to my car
at night last winter after bingeing
those and I was convinced a man
was following me.

ER My God. Well, let me tell you, Buffy
is a really good follow up. You’ll feel
empowered and strong. It’s also a natural
pairing with apocalypse and high school.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 1998.
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guiltfreepopculture.com
Website, 2018
[p. 84 — 91]

svudeadgirls.com
Website, 2019
[p. 92 —135]

This website playfully proposes that women should not feel guilty
about enjoying pop culture. It is designed as a single-page
scroll filled with layers of pop culture and junk food floating atop
a slowly moving cloudy sky background. Each gif and image is
draggable, and the user must sift through these pop culture references in order to read the text beneath. Hovering over the semitransparent bubblegum type makes it become opaque, signaling
a link to an external website.* There are several Britney Spears
gifs scattered throughout the page and, when clicked on, her 1999
hit song (You Drive Me) Crazy plays. The text reads:
Pop culture is often compared to junk food; something to feel guilty
for consuming. But the term “guilty pleasure” is a defense mechanism used to elevate oneself from the disdain for pop culture.
Specifically the disdain for mass media geared towards women.
Watching reality TV is considered frivolous and shallow, but religiously
following a sports team is perfectly respectable. In the words
of writer Jaya Saxena, “When men enjoy something, they elevate it.
When women enjoy something, they ruin it.” It’s time to stop
feeling guilty about enjoying pop culture. Women are socially conditioned to feel guilty about so many things: what we eat, what we
wear, saying “no,”feeling guilty, working too much, etc. Pop culture
needn’t add to the list.
*https://www.jstor.org/stable/41810307?seq=1
https://www.yelp.com/topic/tampa-guilty-pleasures-unique-junk-food-edition
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/fulfillment-any-age/201110/
the-essential-guide-defense-mechanisms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTjlLBjpqSA
https://www.manrepeller.com/2018/04/the-problem-with-not-caring-about-pop-culture.html
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/sep/08
princess-nokia-destiny-frasqueri-rap-riot-grrrl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2018/06/14/
no-my-book-is-not-a-guilty-pleasure-just-because-im-a-woman/
https://babe.net/2018/03/02/why-people-hate-the-kardashians-39091
https://www.espn.com/fantasy/football/
https://www.newyorker.com/sports/sporting-scene/the-mind-of-the-sports-superfan
https://www.tastecooking.com/women-arent-ruining-food/
https://www.health.com/mind-body/dealing-with-guilt
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/7079068/Women-feel-more-guilt-than-men.html
https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/06/
ariana-grande-issues-important-feminist-manifesto
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After reading Dead Girls by Alice Bolin, I began to seriously consider
the ethics of my own fascination with true crime and the “Dead Girl”
genre of television. Why am I entertained by depictions of real or fantasy murdered women? Seeing girl after girl brutally killed on dead
girl shows has desensitized me to violence against women.
   I am not only desensitized; I am fascinated. I listened to season one of the Serial podcast in one day. I binge-watched Making a
Murderer. Zodiac is one of the few movies I watch on a regular basis.
I am an evangelist for The Jinx. In Savage Appetites, Rachel
Monroe explores the world of women who love Dead Girl entertainment: At a true crime conference, she and other women “found
pleasure in these bleak accounts of kidnappings and assaults and
torture chambers, and you could tell by how often we fell back on the
language of appetite, of bingeing, of obsession.”
   On Dead Girl shows, the murdered women are treated as props
while the focus is given to the (more often than not) male murderers or detectives. Bolin writes, “There can be no redemption for the
Dead Girl, but it is available to the person who is solving her murder.
Just as for the murderers, for the detectives in True Detective and
Twin Peaks, the victim’s body is a neutral arena on which to work out
male problems.”
   This website is both a memorial to and archive of the 148 women
and girls murdered during the first twenty seasons of Law & Order:
SVU. While binge-watching the entire series, I took screenshots of
each Dead Girl and recorded her name, cause of death, age of death,
and murderer. This exercise proved to be somewhat traumatic.
   The website’s landing page is a gravestone engraved with one
of their names at a time. The user must click on the name to advance
through all 148 of the murdered women and girls. The SVU opening
credits “dun dun” plays with each click. This sound is humorous
at first, but quickly becomes grating. Fake flowers rest at the bottom
of the page as well as links to individual SVU season pages. Within
each season page are gridded screenshots of the Dead Girls killed
during that season as well as their names and the titles of the episodes in which they were killed.
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Garden of Reality Delights
Collage, 2019
[p. 148 —159]

Perfection Salad
Website, 2019
[p. 136 —147]

Published on February 19, 1963, The Feminine Mystique is widely
credited for second-wave feminism in America. In the book,
Betty Friedan describes “the problem that has no name” as the
unhappiness felt by suburban housewives on account of their inability to live up to the feminine ideal. This problem was amplified by
advertising. Ads depicted beautiful, smiling women in the kitchen,
happy to be the domestic caregiver. Mid-century food trends are
inherently linked to femininity.
  Perfection Salad is named after an actual aspic recipe.
The appeal of Jell-O salad was that it is a salad completely in control of itself. Taste was unimportant as long as it looked beautiful. The
ubiquity of instant Jello-O should have meant less domestic labor,
but society pressured women to add more work into the cooking
process, so as not to be perceived as a lazy wife or uncaring mother.
Elaborate Jello-O dishes were a physical representation of the
pressure to perform femininity.
   Jello-O salads have mostly fallen out of favor (except in some
Midwestern states), but performing femininity has not. One
means of performing femininity is wearing nail polish. From a young
age, my mother stressed the importance of having “presentable”
hands and unchipped nail polish. Nail polish names are amusing and
absurd, but they reflect society’s impossible expectations of
women. Women should be hyper-sexual yet innocent. Perfect yet
carefree. Independent yet desirable to men.
  The design of this website formally mimics mid-century recipe
cards with speculative Jello-O salads wiggling in front of vibrant
close-up food textures. The recipe title on each card corresponds
to the real nail polish color that the salad is rendered in. With a click,
the website animates as if flipping over to reveal the back of the recipe card. Instead of ingredients, it lists names of contemporary nail
polish colors. Hovering over a nail polish name changes the
text to its hex color.
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Temptation Island is a reality TV show featuring four couples putting
their relationships to the test in paradise, aka Belize. The couples
separate for twelve weeks to live in villas full of “sexy singles”
of the opposite sex. The ensuing hours of television consist of many
drunken nights that bear a striking resemblance to the central
panel of Heronymous Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights.
   The tryptich’s central panel depicts figures cavorting and
shamelessly engaged in amorous activities. It has been described
as a “playground of corruption.” Like the fates of the men and
women on Temptation Island who inevitably break up on national
television, it is a paradise lost.
  Garden of Reality Delights is a collage of more than 1,000
screenshots I took while binge-watching Love Island (UK), Love
Island (USA), Love Island (AUS), Temptation Island, and Paradise
Hotel. Inspired by the stock photos of paradise wallpapered
throughout the villas, I printed the collage on a piece of inexpensive
silk at tapestry scale. This material is both sexy and cheap, like
reality TV romance.
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Blimey!
Magazine, 2018
[p. 160 —173]

Tell Me to Smile
Public Installation, 2018
[p. 174 —183]

Given the prompt to design with a historic artifact as primary source
material in the Providence Public Library special collections, I
selected The Buccaneers of America. Written in 1678 by Alexandre
Exquemelin, this book caught my attention with an equally repulsive and amazing illustration of a man eating his enemy’s heart. The
Buccaneers of America is an exciting read, featuring the original
pirate celebrity Captain Morgan and many hyperbolic tales of plundering and dismembered limbs.
  Blimey! Is a campy gossip magazine for pirates to read and
enjoy some schadenfreude. With the exception of the headlines and
captions, all text is sourced directly from Exquemelin. The imagery
is a combination of stock photos and scans of the book. The magazine includes found advertisements for Neosporin, Captain Morgan
rum, and tropical “island escape” cruises.
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Eye-rolling is widely associated with teenage girls, but psychologists
believe that, evolutionarily, women would roll their eyes as a form
of indirect aggression in order to survive. Inspired by a gesture workshop in my Decolonizing Design course, I shot a closely cropped
video of myself rolling my eyes. I selected still frames and overlayed
text listing examples of sexist things I have personally experienced.
This text was typeset in Résistance by A collective.
   In the spirit of the Guerilla Girls and public protest art, I posted
my eyes in various RISD elevators and stairwells before stealthily wheatpasting others elsewhere around Providence. For the final
installation, I posted the eye-roll at a much larger scale (seven feet
wide) outside the RISD auditorium. The accompanying text was
posted next to the installation:
During my day-to-day at RISD, and more generally as a female in public, I find myself eye-rolling a lot: at the random man on the
street who tells me to smile & at my dad who says I should appreciate
being cat-called & at the male student who repeats verbatim what
a female student just said in crit & at another RISD class taught by
a cis white male professor & at my graphic design textbooks perpetuating the myth of the creative male genius & at the male student
who interrupts and talks over a female student during crit.
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Real Housewives Remixer
Website, 2019
[pp. 184 —223]

Font, 2019
[pp. 224 —233]

Since 2006, Bravo’s The Real Housewives series has documented
the lives of rich women’s small social groups in Orange County, New
York City, Atlanta, New Jersey, D.C. Beverly Hills, Miami, Potomac,
Dallas, and [coming soon!] Salt Lake City. This reality series was
inspired by Desperate Housewives, but these women need not actually be housewives. A Bravo press release describes the series concept as depicting “real-life ‘desperate’ housewives with an authentic
look at their compelling day-to-day drama.”
   The opening credits of each episode feature the housewives
posing in glitzy dresses and stilettos while reciting their own aphorism or catch phrase. This aphorism changes each season, often
in relation to the events that transpired the previous season. As a
long-time fan of The Real Housewives of New York City, I have always
enjoyed the campy quality of these opening lines. After collecting
and archiving the aphorisms from every franchise, I noticed they are
generally compound sentences split into two clauses.
   This website lists a total of 356 aphorisms spoken by 97 housewives from every released season of seven franchises. Both the left
and right sides of the website are scrollable, enabling the user to
remix the aphorisms. The resulting aphorisms are sometimes ridiculous but often plausible, making it difficult for the user to correctly
re-align the halves to.
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A few years ago, a friend and I invented our own emoji-only texting
style. An emoji is often used in place of typing out the full word
it represents, but we reinterpreted the emojis to be purely formal. In
our system, words and phrases are spelled using emojis as Roman
alphabet characters. For example, the party hat makes a great
“A” and the snake is a real go-to “S.” There aren’t any strict rules, so
the basketball could be an “O” now and the crystal ball could be
an “O” later.
   Given the prompt to create a set of 50 glyphs using only Excel,
I found the software’s icon/emoji palette and sorted them by which
roman character they could represent. Next, I distorted the icons’
forms and stretched them to the common proportions of an iPhone,
referencing the original emoji texting concept. I chose the icons
that yielded the most interesting results to compose the final set of
50 glyphs.
   I was then prompted to typeset a collection of found text in the
font to create a type specimen of sorts. I chose to use found vanity plate language because the seven character limit on vanity plates
forces creative spelling. I specifically selected vanity plates with
internet/texting language such as “BOYBYEE” and “SRYHNNY.” With
this language, I designed a final set of glitter gif stickers available
for download on GIPHY.
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Episode
Magazine, 2020
[pp. 234 —249]

flirty-sweet-perfect-sensual-fun-confident-feminine-fantasy.com
Website, 2020
[pp. 250 —295]

Given the popularity and scale of the reality TV industry, the amount
of critical discussion about the genre is disproportionately lacking.
Reality TV is the perfect choice for escapism and effortless viewing, but at the same time, it reflects societal desires, anxieties, and
biases. In a sort of Entertainment Weekly meets The New Yorker,
this magazine is a critical celebration of reality TV.
   Working as both designer and editor, I commissioned my friends
and colleagues to write humorous and insightfully critical articles
about the genre. In “Times New Roman” Anja Lutz compares reality competition shows to Roman gladiator events. In “Tempted by
Temptation Island” Mary Kate Foraker describes what makes this
show ludicrous and amazing. In “The Legacy of An American Family
on Instagram” Ashley D’Arcy gives us an in-depth look at what is
considered the first reality TV show. In “Queers Against Algorithms”
Chris Lee examines the “chaotic queerness” of season eight of Are
You The One?. In “Sexy Unique Think Piece” Everett Epstein explores
the grotesque world of Vanderpump Rules.
  Episode also features a number of lighthearted features including Sara Park’s celebration of Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie’s
early-aughts fashion on The Simple Life, a best-of SUR Yelp reviews,
and a quiz to guide readers on their next reality binge.

I have always been intrigued by the business of online perfume
sales. Who would risk buying a new scent without being able to actually smell it first? Perfume marketing is selling an idealized image
of femininity, not a smell. Celebrity perfumes are generally cheaper
and less esteemed than designer perfumes, but America’s celebrity obsession has given them a market. As Lindy West writes in The
Witches are Coming, “Media overpowers our conscious minds, no
matter how hard we try to hang on — our knowledge of what is right,
who has an agenda, what we are really worth. Marketing is powerful
and beauty culture is powerful....”
   This website is a karaoke-like continuous scroll of 41 descriptions of perfumes released by female pop stars including Britney
Spears, Shakira, Beyoncé, Ariana Grande, Mariah Carey, J Lo, Taylor
Swift, Katy Perry, Rihanna, Lady Gaga, Nicki Minaj, Kylie Minogue,
Gwen Stefani, and Christina Aguilera. The descriptions are sourced
from a variety of websites* and edited for consistency. Each one
is also a hyperlink so the user can easily purchase the perfume on
Amazon.com. I am in the process of becoming an Amazon affiliate
so I will receive a small portion of each sale that originates from
my website.
   Every adjective on flirty-sweet-perfect-sensual-fun-confident-feminine-fantasy.com is typeset in a script font, in reference to
the typography found on celebrity perfume packaging. This script
font changes with each new perfume description, allowing the user
to see where one description ends and then next begins. The user
can also click on the music note icon to play the karaoke version of
the Britney Spears song Everytime while the text scrolls.
*https://www.perfume.com/
https://www.fragrancenet.com/
https://www.shakiraperfumes.com/us/en
https://www.macys.com/
https://www.kohls.com/
https://www.theperfumespot.com/
https://store.britneyspears.com/collections/fragrance
https://www.beyonceparfums.com/
https://www.ulta.com/
https://www.fragrancex.com/
http://fragrances.christinaaguilera.com/
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